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Administrativia

• Please sign the blue sheets

• Need help:
  – Jabber scribe
  – Note takers

• When you speak
  – Use the microphone
  – Please state your name
Agenda

13:30-13:35 Introduction and Status Update (5 mins, Chairs)

13:35-15:30 Finalizing ICE bis (whatever it takes)
WG Status

• Dual Stack Fairness
  • With RFC Editor. Waiting for ICE-bis

• Trickle ICE
  • WGLC ended
  • Will request publication

• ICE-bis
  • WGLC after this update
Finalizing ICE

- Thorough review and big PR from Peter Thatcher
  - https://github.com/ice-wg/rfc5245bis/pull/38/files

- Mostly editorial, but we want to make sure it didn't break anything

- Plan for today: review key parts of the PR

- Any other known issues?
  - Few editorial fixes on next slide
Extra state (editorial)

- ICE State: Running, Completed, Failed
  - Is this really needed? ICE can complete, fail etc, but do we really need to have a state machine for it?

- Check list state: Running, Completed, Failed
  Check list status: Frozen, Active
  - Do we need both the check list status and state?
ICE priorities (normative clarification)

- What is the uniqueness requirement (scope) for candidate pairs?